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Abstract: This paper deals with a generalized notation of convergence in matrix spaces with axioms and
notation of L-convergence. Some interesting theorems on the generalized notion of convergence in matrix
space are also dealt with.
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I. AXIOMS & RESULTS
Consider a linear space (X,Y) of matrices {An}
which transform X into Y, where X and Y are
subspaces of the space of complex sequences. All
matrices considered are complex. Let the element
of any finite complex L = (A1, A2, ….Ar) , Ai € (X,
Y) correspond to a non-negative number ||L|| = ||
(A1, A2, ….Ar) || called the norm of the complex L.
Axiom A
If Ai = Aj, then,
|| (A1, A2, …., Ai,…., Aj,…., Ar) ||
= || (A1, …., Ai-1 , Ai+1,…., Aj,…., Ar) ||
= || (A1, …., Ai,…., Aj-1, Aj+1,…., Ar) ||
(i.e.) the norm of a complex does not change when
we throw out of this complex one of two
sequential elements.
Corollary A1
The norm of a complex does not depend on the
order of its elements. Let, in fact, L1 = (A
1, …, Ar)
and L2 = (B
1, …, Br) be two complexes which are
distinguished one from another only by the order
of their elements, (i.e.) every Ai is equal to Bj for
a certain j and vice versa. Now from the complex
L = (A1, …., Ar, B1,….,Br) and from axiom A, it
follows that || L || = || L1 || and || L || = || L2 ||.
Consequently, || L1 ||= || L2 ||.
Corollary A2
The norm of a complex L is equal to the norm of
every complex consisting of all the distinct
elements of L each being taken only once.
Definition 1
The norm of the complex (A) consisting of only
one element A is denoted by ||A|| and called
shortly the norm of the element A.
Notation :: If L1, L2, …., Ln, are complexes, viz.
L1 = (A
11, A12, …., A1r), L2 = (A
21, A22, …., A2r),
……., Ln = (A
n1, An2, …., Anr), then we shall write
(L1, L2,….., Ln), the complex as (A
11, A12, …., An1,
…., Anr), this notation is used in the next axiom C.
Axion B
||A|| = 0 implies A = 0, the last zero signifying the
zero matrix of the space (X, Y).
Axiom C
If L1 and L2 are any two complexes, then || (L1, L2)
|| ≤ || L1 || + || L2 ||.
Axiom D
|| (A1, …., Ar) || ≤ || (A1, …., Ar, Ar+1) ||. This
follows automatically.
Axiom E
If L1 and L2 are two complexes, then L1= (A
1, ….,
Ar) and L2= (B
1, …., Br) and if L1+ L2 signifies
the complex (A1 + B1, …., Ar + Br), then
we have || (L1+ L2) || ≤ || L1 || + || L2 ||.
Axiom F
If α is a real constant, we have
|| (α A1, …., α Ar) || = | α | || (A1, …., Ar) ||.
Above linear space of matrices with a notion of
norm of a complex defined in it and satisfying all
the above axioms from A to F will be called a L-
normed space. The notion of L-convergence is
studied as follows:-
Definition 2
A sequence {An = ( )} of complex matrices €
(X, Y) is called
L – Convergent, if to any positive number K
corresponds a number N > 0, such that whenever n
≥ N, m ≥ N and p ≥ 0, we have
|| (An – Am, …., An+p – Am) || < K
Definition 3
A sequence {An = ( )} of matrices is said to
have a L – limit A = (ank) or to L – converge to A
or to L – tend to A, in symbol, A = L – lim An or
An A, if to any positive number K corresponds
a number N > 0, such that whenever n ≥ 0, and p is
an arbitrary positive integer or zero, we have
|| (An –A, …., An+p – A) || < K
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Then we have that L– limit has the usual
properties of the limit, viz.
(i) An A and Bn B => (An + Bn) (A + B).
(ii) An A => αAn αA, for all constant α.
(iii)An A => αn α => αn An αA, The proof
of this fact is upon the well known inequality,
||(α A1, …., αr Ar)|| ≤ 2. max. | αi | || (A1, …., Ar) ||.
Before proving certain theorems on L –
convergence, we shall give an example for L –
normed space. This example motivates the
importance of L – convergence in the field of
summability.
Example 1
Consider (c, m) the space of all matrices ( )
which transform convergent sequence into a
bounded sequence. We have that ( ) ≡ ( ) € (c,
m) if and only if
Supn ∞ | | < ∞ for all i = 0, 1, 2, …
Where c = the space of all convergent sequences
and m = the space of all bounded sequences.
Therefore, ||( , ….., ) || = max i=1, 2, …, r
(supn ∞ | |) which exists. It is easy to verify
that this norm is a L – norm in (c, m). Similarly,
the spaces (C0, m) and (m, m) are also L-normed
spaces, where co = the space of all null sequences.
Now let us prove the results.
Theorem 1
If An A, then the sequence {An} of matrices is L
– convergent in the sense of Definition 2
Proof:-
Let the inequality stated in the said definition hold
for n ≥ N. Then for n, m ≥ N, we have that
|| (An –Am, …., An+p – Am) || ≤ || (An –A, …., An+p
– A) || + || (Am –A) || < 2K
Hence the result.
In case, the complex (A2, …, An) consists of a
singleton (A), A ≤ ( ), where A € (l∞, l∞), the
usual definition of || A || = supn ∞ |ank| defines
a norm on the complex and hence makes it a
normed linear space (Banach ). We can therefore
consider L-normed space of matrix-complexes, as
a generalization of the concept of a normed linear
space of matrices. On account of corollary CD1, it
follows that If An A then ||An – A || 0. (i.e.)An
 A in the sense of Banach B- convergence, in
symbol AnB  A or A = B-lim An. Similarly, if
||An – Am ||  0, as n, m  ∞, we shall call the
sequence {An}, B- convergent.
Theorem 2
If AnB  A then there exists a partial sequence {
Ani} of matrices such that Ani A.
Proof:
We defined the number ni such that
||An – A || < ½ i, for n ≥ ni. Then it follows that for
all p ≥ 0, ||An i– A,…., Ani+p – A) || < ½ i-1 .
Hence the result.
Definition 4
A L-normed space is called L-complete of every
L-convergent sequence of its elements has a L-
limit. A space complete in the sense of Banach
(i.e.) every B-convergent sequence had a B-limit,
will be called a B-complete space. These
definitions may be applied to any subset of L-
normed space.
Lemma 1
If An  A and { An } is a L-convergent sequence,
then An A.
Proof:
This lemma follows from the inequality given by
|| (An– A, …., An+p – A) || ≤ || (An – Am, …., An+p –
Am) || + || (Am – A) ||
Theorem 3
A space is L-complete, if and only if, it is B-
complete.
Proof:-
Let M be a L-complete set and { An } is a B-
convergent sequence of its elements. Then by
theorem 2, there exists a partial L-convergent
sequence { Ani }. On account of L-completeness
of M, Ani  A € M. From the inequality,
|| A – An || ≤ || A – Ani || + || Ani – An ||, it follows
that A = B-lim An , and so M is B-complete.
Now suppose that M is B-complete set and { An }
a L-convergent sequence. Then an A € M such that
A = B - lim An. Hence by the lemma 1, An A.
Hence the result.
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